
THE LI@HTWEI@HT FRAME

.f .f Zhilst the lightweight 250cc and

\ A I xo"" enginJ and gJarbox and front
V Y fork assJmblies are dealt with in

some detail in the various workshop manuals,
the assembly of components of the ligh;
weight main frame in any of its forms receive
very little attention in the various work shop
manuals including the AMC owners manual.
The intention is to describe here how the
frame actually fits together including the
dreaded bottom part of the frame under the
gearbox and engine.

The complex sounding method of assem-
bling the bottom part of the frame and main-
frame is fairly straight-forward when seen
and explained. The pictures used in this arti-
cle to illustrate it and detail where some of
the parts go and how they fit together are of
Malcolm's Model 14 CSR, which like the rest
of Malcolm's bikes is a study of superbly fin-
ished parts and attention to detail.

The starting point for this article is after the
front forks and wheel have been fitted to the
main frame component with the aim to have

a rolling chassis before fitting the engine and
bottom part of the frame and on to comple-
tion of the bike.

The bottom frame is in fact two pieces of
pressed steel channel which fit together.

Start the assembly of the bottom frame by
fitting the centre stand spring, spacer tube
and stand operating rod (which is cow homed
in shape) in the larger of the two pieces which
make the bottom frame.

Offer up the centre stand and attach it to
the bottom frame with the front footrest rod,
a short spacer is fitted on each side between
the frame member and the stand. There are

two plates, which fit on each side of the stand
on the footrest rod, into which the stand,
operating rod fits. The two front footrest arms
are fitted later when the bike is nearing com-
pletion, remembering that there is a longer
spacer fitted on the left hand side between the
centre stand assembly and the footrest arm.

Once you have completed this you can fit
the two halves of the bottom frame together
by simply pushing them together taking care

not to disturb the centre stand assembly.
The rear swinging affns are first fitted to

the frame, the right hand or timing side arm
has the spindle attached to it, the spindle is
inserted through the bushes in frame, don't
forget there is a pair of large felt washers
which should be soaked in oil and the sur-
plus oil removed by squeezing the washers
between nvo pieces of wood in vice before
fitting one on each side of the swinging arm
bushes. The u-ashers will expand and will
take up a small amount of 'end' play as well
as lubricating the rubbing surfaces. You can
either use oil to top up the swing arm bear-
ing (SAE 140 oil) or use good quality
grease. rvhich is easier to obtain and keep
in.

The left hand or near side swinging arm
is secured to the spindle using a steel cotter
pin which is inserted from the top and tight-
ened up.

If there is too much play between the
swinging arm and the main frame, try slack-
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ening off the cotter pin and
tap the nut upwards to release
the p)n, push or pu11 the
swinging arms together and
retighten the cotter pin this
should absorb the excess end
play if not then the bushes
will have to be replaced.

The bushes are pressed into
the frame and the old ones
have to be drifted out before
fitting new bushes in the
frame. The new bushes will
require careful reaming after
fitting to ensure that they are
the right size for the spindle
and that they are true to the
frame.

The finished size of the
bush is %" + 0.0075" - 0.005",
the bushes should be packed with a graphite
based grease before assembling the swinging
arrn.

The rear frame loop is fitted to the frame at
two points; one is at the top of the frame and
uses the stud, which is also the front fixing
point for the dual seat. The bottom point
shares a through stud in the frame with the
gearbox side plate's assembly.

The rear mudguard loop can now be fitted
to the rear frame loop using four bolts. The
rear shock absorbers can now be fitted to the
frame. (This frame loop was used on the later
CSR models only).

A few words of good advice; it appears that
the top fixing of the shock absorber, especial-
ly if new rubber bushes have been fitted and
or new shock absorbers should have a steel
washer of a large enough diameter to cover
the rubber bush and the top-mounting loop in
front of the nut. This will stop a potential dis-
aster from happening i.e., the top of the shock
absorber becoming detached from the frame.
(see sketch).

The rear wheel and drive sprocket should
be placed in the swinging arm ready for the
rear chain being fitted once the gearbox is in
place.

To join the bottom frame and main frame
together it is recommended that the engine is

first fitted into the main frame using the top
front crank case / frame stud to help support
its weight. A second set of hands at this point
to help is a good idea.

The bottom frame is offered up to the
frame rear down tube at 90 degrees to it's
final position and tumed and lined up to take
the rear footrest stud which joins the two
parts of the frame together at the back.

A good tip at this point is to grease the
front part of the bottom fiame and the bottom
lug of the main frame to make turning and
alignment easier.

Just in front of the centre stand on each side
of the frame is a small triangular plate with
'ears' on (these plates are 'handed' and care
should be taken to fit them correctly) these
are held in position on the frame by the rear
most engine stud, these are the centre stand
stops and are known for wear and being bent
by the centre stand.

Insert the remaining engine studs and do up
tightly.

At this point head steady can be fitted if
you wish or you can leave it until just before
fitting the petrol tank.

The gear box is now added to the frame and
secured using the straps and brackets, the
gear box / primary chain adjuster should also
be fitted at this point or you will end up hav-
ing to take the gear box assembly apart to fit
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Sketch showing rear suspension detail
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it.
The rear drive chain can be fitted at this

time as it easier to do it now rather than later
on.

The rear mudguard is attached to the frame
by three brackets one on each side ofthe rear
frame loop half way up the diagonal strut and
by a bracket on the rear mudguard loop at the
centre of the curve and at the bottom to the
bottom pressed steel frame member. On the
CSR this bracket is also used to attach the
rear light and number plate assembly to the
bike together with two more nuts and bolts in
the mudguard. The lightweight models up to
L964 had deeply valanced mudguards with
the number plate and rear light assembly fit-
ting directly to mudguard, the mudguards fit-
ted directly to the rear frame loop brackets
without the top loop found on the CSR mod-
els. The toolbox and side panel go on the right
and the dummy side panel on the left. These
panels hide the brackets on the rear fame
when these are fitted to the bike.

The side panel on the right hand side of the
bike covers the toolbox and the battery which
sits across the frame in atray and clip behind
the frame plate and is secured by a knurled
bolt, the tool box is held to the frame by Yo"

nuts and bolts.
The left hand side panel covers the bikes

main electrical component's, the horn is
attached to a bracket on the top rail ofthe rear
frame loop by two /q" nuts and bolts. The
ignition coil is horizontally mounted on the
rear frame loop just
above the bottom-fix-
ing channel for the
panel.

The rectifier is also
located behind this
panel on a suitable heat
sink, usually on the
rear mudguard.
(Malcolm for peace of
mind has gone 12 volt
using a Boyer Black
box voltage control in
place of a rectifier. The
Boyer black box is eas-
ily mounted on the rear

diagonal tube of the rear frame loop)
The side panel is held in place by a knurled

bolt and hlro /+" nuts and bolts at the bottom.
The air intake bell mouth for the carburet-

tor also ends behind the left hand side panel
with space for the air filter if fitted.

The rear passenger footrest arms are dis-
similar and the left hand arm has an extra
piece of tube welded to it, which is fitted
uppermost.

The footrest stud also supports the foot-
brake pedal and return spring assembly on the
inside of the left hand rear footrest arm.

On the right hand between the footrest arm
and the nut the 'L' shaped bracket with rub-
ber insert is fitted this is the centre stand stop.
Note the 350 models has an intricate round
profiled stud to at this point instead of the
plain square section stud on standard and250
models.

The rear chain guard is in two pieces and
the smaller piece should be attached to the
inner half of the primary chain by three
screws and captive nuts from the back of the
alloy primary chain case. (The 250 S and the
CSR models have a one piece rear chain
case).

The inner half or back of the alloy chain
case is fastened to the engine crankcases.
The rear or larger part of the chain guard is
bolted to the left hand swinging arm using
two Vq" nuts and bolts through the swinging
afin.

The petrol tank has two forms, which are
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when I heard it), other wise the

back part of the bike will wander

and twist and you will soon be in
trouble on the road.

One last waming; the engine

has two drain Plugs which are

interchangeable it is advisable not

to fit these until the engine is in
the frame and all the engine studs

fitted.
If the drain Plugs are fitted at

this point you cannot fit them the

wrong way round. Fitting them

before fitting the engine and get-

ting them wrong will mean that

you will not be able to remove one

them later without either making

the hole in the frame larger or removing the

bottom part of the frame.

very similar in appearance and are inter-

changeable between the AJS and Matchless

Models that used that same style of tank'

Only the later style tank will fit both early and

late variants of the Lightweight.
The early tank has a short smooth seam at

the front of the tank approx3/a"long, the later

tank has a longer smooth seam about T 3/4"

long at the front of the tank.

Both styles of the tank use the same fix-
ings, two bolts at the front with rubber wash-

eri and a'T' bar at the rear of the tank, which
is turned and tightened from below the main

frame tube.

My thanks once again to those people who

have helped me in some way in the prepara-

tion and proof reading this article, especially

Malcolm Arnold for his time and hospitality

one afternoon to photograph the lighnueight

whicit he is buitding, Les Woolley for his

enthusiasm and knowledge and time at the

Bristol Show at Shepton Mallet and last but

not least Graham (58 Tbird) who has really

been a guinea pig for the article in every

sense. - MC
The front tank-fixing bracket is separate

from the main frame
and is fitted to the

frame using a stud
and two nuts. If the

tank is to fit then the

bracket must be in the

corect way i.e., with
the fixing lugs uPPer

most.
When fitting the

seat to the bike
remember to make
sure the nuts on the
large stud at the front
of the frame are done
up really tight.
(Malcolm used a very
different word, I
admit to blushing
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spring compressor tool, the collets can be removed rvith the
unit attached to the frame. The assistance of a second person

is required to press down the cover tube (.compressing the

spring) and smartly prise out the collets. It may be necessary

to deal with one collet at a time. Alternativeiy, hold the top
end of the unit in a vice atrd use the first method.

Ftc. 69

"Ghost" View of Rear Suspension Unit.

Removing the rubber bushes. These are a press fit and can

be extracted rvithout difficulty. To refit use a little water on

the rubber, rvhich will facilitate entr)' g'ithout deterioration
of the rubber.

The cam ring adjuster. By applying less than half a turn
to the stepped cam (use spanner 02323'1) the suspension is

corrected and retained to suit the change of load. This also

enables the head lamp beam to remain unaltered"

Table of rear susPension sPrings

Part Free
Model No. lengrh Colour nnrking

250 cc. Scrambler ... 043178 8+" Green/Yellow/Green
350 cc. Trials Model 043312 8+" Red/Red/Red
Heavyweight

Scrambler ...024443 8$" GreeniGreeniGreen

,, Touring Model ... 023373 8+" Red/Pink/Red

,, Sidecar Model ... 023372 8i*" Blue/YellowiBlue
250 cc. Touring Model,

CSR ... 043312 8 i " Redi Red/Red

350 cc. Lightweight
Model ... 043179 7"r' GreenlBlue/Green

THE FRAME

Lightweight Models. Details for removing the engine and
g"a. box, the forks and wheels, have been described elsewhere.

The further dismantling of the frame is self evident.

The swinging arm (Fie. 70). If movement develops between

the swinging arm and the main frame, this does not necessarily

indicate that the two spindle bushes are worn"

First try the effect of releasing the nut fixing the cotter pin

on the lelt side of the arm. Tap the cotter pin upwards, then

knbck together the two tubular members and drive back the

cotter pin and retighten. This will absorb end play, which is

often associated with wear in the bushes.

Ftc. 70

To remove the bushes. Both bushes are a press fit in the
frame. They can be removed by using a tubular drift passcd

through one of the bushes. The finished size of the bush irl srrrr

is 1"t0075"-.005". Pack the spindle orifice rvith graphite
grease betore fitting swinging arm.

The accessory compartment. The ignition coil and electric
horn are exposed after removing the accessory cover on the
lelt side of the machine, by unscrewing the knurled knob
then taking out the two {-" diameter bolts and nuts at the
bottom ol the compartment.

Tool box compartment. Fitted to the right side of the
machine. Remove the knurled knob, the tools are located
in a second compartment, the lid is secured, also by a knurled
knob. To remove the compartment. take out two 1f" bolts
and nuts rvhich are visible when the lid is opened.

The central stand. The central stand pivots on the footrest
rod. To remove the stand, take the footrest arms and with
no lead on the stand, drive out the footrest rod. There is a
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distance piece together with a stop plate each side of rhe engine
support channel.

The stand spring (Fig. 7l). Usually trouble free. The
spring is anchored between the operating rod and a spacer.
The spacer is secured by a recess in the channel. Spring the
channel apart, the spacer will fall out.

- The stand stop. ls fitted between the right side pillion
footrest arm and the frame channel.

A rubber grummet, which is detachable, _eoes through the
bracket to prevent metallic contact.

Frame strip down (Heavyrveight Model). Strip down as
detailed for removing the cngine and gear box.

Take out both wheels, also take off the head lamp and
loom by:

Disconnecting the battery wires and removing the twin seat.
Disconnecting horn, coil and rectifier cables (if alternator

model).
Disconnecting control box cables (if fitted) and take it out

of the tool box.
Disconnecting stop light switch and rear lamp wires.
Release screw on head lamp rim and take it away with

reflector assembly. Disconnect main and pilot bulb wires;
also speedo lamp rvire. place the reflector in a safe place.

Disconnect speedo drive cable, pass the cable through the
head lamp and fork crown.

Remove dipper switch with cables.
Remove head lamp bolts, release crips on frame, take the

head lamp away with the loom.

Remove the front forks as described
Remove frame cover, secured by two
Remove oil tank by taking out the top
Remove air cleaner (two bolts).
Remove tool box attached to rear

bolts.
Remove both rear suspension units.

Frc. 72

in 'Fork section'.
slotted screws.
front fixing bolt.

frame loop by two f,"
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the frame, thc right lrarrd or timing side arm
has the spincllc attaclrctl to it, the spindle is
inserted tlrlough thc bushcs in frame, don't
forget thelc is a pirir ol' large f'eit washers
which shoLrld bc soalicd in oil and the sur-
plus oil relnovctl by squcczing the washers
between two pieccs ol'wood in vice before
fitting one on cach sidc ol'(hc swinging arm
bushes. The washcrs will cxpand and will
take up a small arnourrt ol''end' play as well
as lubricating 1hc rLrbbilrg sr:rfbces. you can
either use oil kr top up thc swing arm bear-
ing (SAE 140 oil) or. use good quality
grease, which is casicr to obtain and keep
in.

The lell harrrl or rrcar side swinging arm
is seculccl to thc s6rincllc using a steel cotter
pin which is inscrtcd liom the top and tight-
ened Lrp.

11' thcrc is ttxl rnuch play between the
swinging alrtr alrd thc nrain liame, try slack-

t
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